[Cerebral plasticity: from bench to bedside in stroke treatment].
It has long been believed that cerebral lesions were irreversible in the adult human brain. However, the spontaneous improvement in functional outcome observed in the following weeks after cerebral ischemia suggests plasticity phenomenons involving postischemic neuronal network reorganization. Regarding the large prevalence of stroke in industrialized countries, and the few available treatments, the understanding of cerebral plasticity has become an important issue but also a potential source of new therapeutic approaches in stroke. Thus, "constraint induced therapy" and repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) are based on the concept of local but also remote consequences of the ischemic focal lesion. Cell-therapy is based on the capacity of stem cells to respond to hypoxic signals and adapt their phenotype to the host organ, but above all to release cytokines locally and boost endogeneous repair mechanisms. We could consider to perform in the future a sequential treatment with fibrinolysis, stem cell therapy, repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation and constraint-induced therapy in the same patient.